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Abstract 
We prove that the lower irredundance number ir of a plane, cylindrical or toroidal grid of 
order m x n is at least mn/5, and is asymptotic to mn/5 when m and n tend to infinity. 
1. Introduction 
The plane grid PGm, is the cartesian sum (also called cartesian product) PmOPn of 
two paths Pm and Pn of respective orders m and n. That is, the vertex set of PGm, 
is {(xi, yj)Ixi CPm for 1 <.i<~m and yj EPn for 1 <<.j<~n} and the vertices (xi, Yj) and 
(xk, yt) are adjacent if and only if i = k and [ l- j l  = 1 or j = l and l i -k  I = 1. Similarly, 
the cylindrical (resp. toroidal) grid CGmn (resp. TGm,) is the cartesian sum CmrTPn 
of a cycle Cm and a path Pn (resp. Cm [] Cn of two cycles). If we do not need to 
distinguish between plane, cylindrical or toroidal grids, we simply call them grids Gin,. 
The plane grid PG,n is one of the six graphs built on a chessboard. In [7], the 
authors survey the properties of domination, independence and irredundance of these 
graphs. For the plane grids, five of the corresponding six parameters are known, exactly 
or by their order of magnitude. In this paper we determine the order of magnitute of 
the sixth one, namely the lower irredundance number ir, for grids of any type. 
Let us first recall the definitions of the six parameters which are involved in this 
paper. 
A set D of vertices of a graph G = (V,E) is dominating if every vertex of V -D  has 
at least one neighbor in D. The minimum cardinality of a dominating set is denoted 
by 7(G) and the maximum cardinality of a minimal (under inclusion) dominating set 
by F(G). 
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A set S of vertices of G is independent if no two vertices of S are adjacent. The 
maximum cardinality of an independent set is denoted by ~(G) and the minimum 
cardinality of a maximal independent set by i(G). 
A vertex  of a set X of vertices of G is irredundant in X if N[x] -N[X  - {x}] # 0, 
and redundant, otherwise. When x is irredundant inX, the vertices of N[x] -N[X-{x}]  
are called the X-private neighbors of x. The external X-private neighbors of x are its 
X-private neighbors which are contained in V -  X. The set X is irredundant if all its 
vertices are irredundant. Note that if X is irredundant and x E X, then all the X-private 
neighbors o fx  are external if and only i fx  is not isolated in G[X]; and i fx  is isolated 
in G[X], then the set of the non-external X-private neighbors of x is {x}. 
The maximum cardinality of an irredundant set is denoted by IR(G) and the mini- 
mum cardinality of a maximal irredundant set by ir(G). 
The following classical property of a maximal irredundant set constitutes the basis 
of the main proof 
Property P. Let X be a maximal irredundant set of G. For every vertex u which is 
not dominated by X, there exists at least one non-isolated vertex y of X such that u 
dominates the whole X-private neighborhood of y. 
Proof. If P was not true, X U {u} would be still irredundant, in contradiction to the 
maximality of X. [] 
The three notions of domination, independence and irredundance are closely related 
since every maximal independent set is a minimal dominating set and every minimal 
dominating set is a maximal irredundant set. Hence, in any graph G, the six lower and 
upper parameters satisfy the following inequality chain, as first observed in [4]: 
ir(G) ~< 7(G) ~< i( G) <<. fl( G) <<. F( G) <~ IR(G). 
In the square plane grid PGnn, it is easy to check, since every bipartite graph 
satisfies f l=F : IR  by [5], that fl(PG~,)=F(PGnn)=IR(PG,n)=[ n2+11 The T"  
domination umber 7 has been extensively studied. In [3], the authors proved that 
(n 2 + n - 3)/5 ~< ~(PG,,) ~< (n 2 + 4n - 16)/5. The exact values of 7(PGmn), ~(CG,n~) and 
~(TGmn) for some small values of m are given in [1,2,8,9]. 
Here we prove that ir(Gm~)1> mn/5 and this lower bound is the exact order of magni- 
tude of ir(Gm~) when m and n tend to infinity. We can note that the weaker inequality 
ir(Gm~)>~mn/6 is an immediate consequence of a result by Coekayne and Mynhardt 
[6] who proved that ir(G)>>.2n/3A in any graph G of maximum degree A. 
2. The lower irredundance number of grids 
Theorem 1. For any plane, cylindrical or toroidal grid G,n,, ir(Gmn)~> [~] .  
Proof. The principle of the proof is to show that every vertex of a maximal irredundant 
set neutralizes on average at most five vertices of the graph. 
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,( ICI~<~ Z(3-by)  
yEYI 
By (1) we have 
Let X be a maximal irredundant set of Gmn, Z={xEXIdx(x)=O} the set 
of the isolated vertices of X, Y = Y1 U I12 the set of the non-isolated vertices of X 
with Yl={xEXldx(x)=l} and Y2={xEXIdx(x)>~2}. Let also B={vEV-  
X I dx(v)= 1} be the set of the external X-private neighbors of the vertices of X, 
C = {v E V-Xldx(v)>~2} the set of the vertices of V -X  which are dominated by at 
least two vertices of X, and R = {v E V - X [ dx(v) = 0} the set of the vertices which 
are not dominated by X. For any vertex x of X, we denote by Bx the set of its external 
X-private neighbors, by Rx the set of the vertices u of R such that x is redundant in 
XU {u}, and we put [Bxl=bx, IRxl=rx, qx=bx+2rx. Note that if Rx¢0,  then xEY 
and every vertex of Rx dominates Bx. In particular, for every vertex z E Z, rz = 0 and 
thus qz = bz. 
In this way we get the partition (where the notation L] means the disjoint union) 
V= YLJZt_IBLICLIR of the vertex set, with Y= Y1LI Y2, B= UxcxBx. By Property 
P, R= UyEyRy. Therefore Igl= ~x~xbx, IRI~ < EyEyry = ~xcxrx, and 
Ivl< lYl+lzl+ E bv+ Eb +tCI+ Erx. (I) 
yE Y zEZ xEX 
Let e(X, C) be the number of edges between X and C. Since the maximum degree of 
the graph is 4, each vertex y of Yl (resp. of Y2) has at most 3 -by  (resp. 2 -  by) 
neighbors in C, and each vertex z of Z has at most 4 - b~ neighbors in C. Hence 
e(X,C)~ ~ (3 -by)+ ~ (2 -by)+~(4-bz) .  (2) 
yE YI yE Y2 zE Z 
On the other hand, each vertex of C has at least two neighbors in X, and thus 
e( C, X) >~ 21C1. Therefore 
(2 -  by) + ~ (4 - bz) ] .  + 
yEY2 zEZ / 
hence 
[VI<~[Y I + IZI + ~-~by + ~bz  + ~rx  
yE Y zE Z xEX 
+~ (3 - by) + y~(2  - by) q- Z(4  - bz) 
\ yE  Y~ yE Y2 zEZ 
5 1Zbx+Erx, <<.-~IY,  + 21}'21 +31Zl + -~ 
xEX xEX 
5 1 ~qx.  IVl ~< ~IY~I + 21Y21 + 3[z[ + 
xEX 
(3) 
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Fig. 1. 
I f  qx were bounded by 4 for every x E Z and by 5 for every y E Y, we would be done. 
We will see that only the first property is true, but that for the vertices y of Y, the 
values of qy smaller than 5 can compensate for the larger values. 
Throughout he proof we denote by yi, 1 ~< i ~< 4, the neighbors of the vertex y, and 
by ti, 1~<i~<8, (resp. by ui, 1~<i~<12), the vertices at distance 2 (resp. 3) from y as 
indicated in Fig. 1. 
Lemma 2. (1) Every vertex z E Z satisfies qz <~ 4. 
(2) Every vertex yE  Y satisfies qy<~7. Moreover, either qy~<5, or qy=7 with 
by = 1 and ry = 3. 
Proof. (1) I f  z E Z, then bz ~< 4 and rz = 0. Hence qz = bz + 2rz <~ 4. 
(2) Let y be a vertex of Y and, w.l.o.g., yl a neighbor of y in Y. The external 
X-private neighborhood By of y is contained in {y2,Y3,y4). 
I f  by = 3, that is By = {y2, Y3, y4}, then ry = 0 and qy = 3. 
If  by = 2 and By = {Y2, y4}, then ry = 0 and qy = 2. 
I f  by=2 and By={y2,  y3} or {Y4, Y3}, then ry<~l and qy~<4. 
I f  by = 1 and ry ~< 2, then qy <~ 5. 
The only possibility for qy to be greater than 5 is thus by = 1 and ry >~3, which 
implies By = {Y3} and Ry = {t4, ts, t6}. In this case qy = 7. Note that the equality Ry = 
{t4,ts, t6} requires that Y2 and y4 are not in X and thus y has exactly one neighbor 
in X. [] 
Definition 3. Let f2 = {x E X t qx > 5 }. 
By Lemma 2, we have f2 C Y1 and for every vertex x of f2, bx = 1, rx = 3 and qx = 7. 
The vertices of ~2 play a particular ole in our proof. Lemma 4 begins the study of 
their neighborhood. We follow the notation of Fig 1. 
Lemma 4. Let Yl belong to g2 and w.l.o.g, let y be its unique neighbor in X. 
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(1) The vertices Y2 and Y4 are not in g2. 
(2) I f  y2 (~X then u3 EX, and similarly, if y4q~X then Ull EX. 
(3) I f  y 2 ~X and Bye  {Y2}, then u3 EZ and bu3 =0. 
(4) I f  y2 ~X and Y2 q~By, then t4 EX and By =- {Y4}. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, we know that t2 and t8 are not in X, By, ~-{tl} and Ry, = 
{ul,u2,u 2}. 
(1) If  Y2 El2, then by Lemma 2, By:--{t3} and Ry: ={U3,U4, U5}. In XU{t2}, the 
vertices y~, Y2 and t2 are irredundant since they respectively admit q, t3 and u2 as 
an (X tO {t2})-private neighbor. Moreover, every other vertex of X remains irredundant 
in X U {t2} since the new vertices u2 and u3 reached by t2 are in R and thus were 
neither vertices of X nor X-private neighbors of vertices of X. Therefore, X tA {t2} is 
still irredundant, in contradiction to the maximality of X. Hence Y2 ~ f2. Similarly, by 
symmetry, y4 q~ (2. 
(2) The vertex u2 is not in X since u2 E R. Therefore either Y2 or u3 belongs to X 
for otherwise t2 is an external X-private neighbor of Yl in contradiction to By, = {t~}. 
By symmetry, either Y4 or Ull belongs to X. 
(3) The vertex tz is irredundant in X tA {t2} since it admits u2 as an (X tA {t2})-private 
neighbor. Thus, by the maximality of X, some vertex w of X becomes redundant when 
we add t2 to X. But if y2 ~X,  we know that u3 EX. If moreover By~ {y2}, then t2 
dominates the X-private neighborhood of no vertex of X. The only possibility is thus 
that t2 is adjacent o an isolated vertex w of X whose external X-private neighborhood 
is empty. This vertex is necessarily u3. By symmetry, if Y4 ~X and By ~= {Y4}, then 
ull EZ and bu,, =0.  
(4) If y2 ~ X and Y2 is not an X-private neighbor of y, then X contains at least one 
of the three other neighbors t2, t3 and t4 of Y2- But t2 is not in X by the hypothesis, 
and t3 is not in X since, by (3), u3 is isolated in X. Hence t4 belongs to X and thus 
By ~- {y4}. By symmetry, if ya ~ X and y4 q~By, then t6 EX and By= {Y2}. [] 
To study the behavior of the neighbors of the vertices of f2 more systematically, we 
classify them according to their degree in f2. 
Definition 5. Let Ti, 1 <.i ~3, be the three sets of Y defined as follows: 
T1 = {yE Y Ida(y)= 1}, 
T2= {y E Y l da(y)=-dx(y)= 2}, 
T3 = { y E Y I do(y) = 2 and dx(y ) = 3}. 
Lemma 6. The set f2 is independent and N~,(f2) = T1 tA 7/'2 LA T3. Moreover 
if y E TI then qy <<. 3, 
if y E T3 then qy = 1, 
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if y E T2 then qy = 2 and the four vertices ui, i E {3, 5, 9, 1 1 }, belon9 to Z and satisfy 
b~; = O. 
Proof. As in Lemma 4, let Yl E (2 and let y be its neighbor in X. The discussion 
depends on the set Nx(y). Clearly [Nx(y)] ~<3 since y has at least one X-private 
neighbor in V -X .  Moreover, da(y)~<2 by Lemma 4.1 and thus Nr(f2)= "1"1 t3 T2 U T3 
(the sets T,- are disjoint by definition). 
Case 1: INx(y)l-- 1, that is Nx(y )= {Yl}. By Lemma 4.2, u3 and Ull belong to X. 
If y2 ~By then, by Lemma 4.4, By--{y4}, Ry C {t6} since t7 is dominated by Ull, and 
thus qy ~< 3. Similarly, if Y4 ~ By then qy ~< 3. If Y2 and Y4 are both in By, then ry = 0 
and qy = 2. 
Hence in Case 1, we always have y E TI and qy <<. 3. 
Note that y ~ g2 since qy ¢ 7. This proves that I2 is independent since if a vertex yl 
of f2 has a neighbor y in f2, then y has exactly one neighbor in X and Case 1 applies. 
Case 2: Nx(y)={y l ,y2}.  By Lemma 4.l, ye l l ,  by Lemma 4.2, UlIEX, and 
clearly ByC{y3,y4}. By Lemma 4.4, and since ya~X and By¢{y2},  yaEBy. 
The vertex t7 is dominated by ull and so Ryc  {t6}. If By = {Y3, Y4} and Ry = {t6}, then 
Y3 is a (X U {y4})-private neighbor of y and t6 is a (X U {ya})-private neighbor of Y4. 
Moreover by Lemma 4.3, ull E Z and thus t7 and t8 are neither in X nor X-private 
neighbors of other vertices of X. Hence X U {Y4} is irredundant, in contradiction to 
the maximality of X. Therefore IByl = 1 or IRvl--0 and in either case qy<~3. 
The case Nx(y)= {yl,y4} is similar and also implies y E Tl and qy<~3. 
Case 3: Nx(y)={y l ,y3}.  By Lemma 4.2, the vertices u3 and Ull are in X, and 
clearly By C {y2,y4}. So either By = {y2, Y4}, Ry =0 and qy =2, or without loss of 
generality By = {Y2}, Ry C {t4} and qy ~<3. 
If Y3 q~ O, we get y E Tl and qy <<. 3. 
If Y3 E f2, then By 3 ----{ts} and Ry 3 ----{u6, u7, u8}. If Y2 ~ By, then t4 EX by Lemma 4.4, 
in contradiction to u6 E R. Similarly, Y4 ~ By implies t 6 E X, which contradicts u8 E R. 
Hence By = {y2, Y4} and thus Ry =~. In this last case, y E T2, qy = 2, and by Lemma 4.3 
applied to Yl and to Y3, the four vertices u3, u5, u9, U~l belong to Z and have no 
external X-private neighbor. 
Case 4: Nx(y) - -{y l ,  Y2, y4}. Then y E Tl by Lemma 4.1, By = {Y3}, Ry C{t5} and 
thus qy <~3. 
Case 5: Nx(y)= {Yl,Y2, Y3}. Necessarily, By= {Y4}, Ull EX by Lemma 4.2 and 
thus Ry C {t6}, and Y2 ~ O by Lemma 4.1. 
If Y3 ~ ~2, then y E T1 and qy <~ 3. 
If y3 E g2, then u9 E X by Lemma 4.2 applied to Y3, and thus ICy = 0. In this last 
case, y E T3 and qy = 1. 
The recapitulation of the five cases proves the lemma. [] 
Note that yE  T2 (resp. yE  T3) is only obtained in Case 3 (resp. Case 5). 
Note also that when y belongs to Tj, T2 or T3, the vertices ti and ui which are used 
in the proof effectively exist (this remark has a sense only in the plane grid PGmn and 
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in the cylindrical grid CGmn and shows that the vertices of the Ti's are not too close 
to the border of the grid). 
Definition 7. Let Si = {y E f2 1Nx(y) C Ti}, 1 ~< i ~< 3, and let Z2 = {z E Z I b~ = 0}. 
Lemma 8. (1)ISII=IT~I, l&l=21Z21, 1531=21T31. 
(2) IZ21 ~21T21. 
Proof. By Lemma 6 and the definition of the Si's and of the T-'s, and since every 
vertex of f2 has exactly one neighbor in X, O = S1 U $2 t_l $3 and Nr(f2) = T1 LI T2 IA T3. 
Moreover, by their definition, T2 and T3 are subsets of Y2. 
(1) TI is the set of the vertices of Y having exactly one neighbor in ~2, and Sl is 
the set of the vertices of t2 having their unique neighbor in TI. Therefore, there exists 
a perfect matching between $1 and T1, and ISll = [TI[.  Similarly, each vertex of $2 
(resp. of 53) has a neighbor in 7"2 (resp. in 7'3), and each vertex in T2 (resp. in T3) 
has two neighbors in $2 (resp. in $3). Therefore IS2I--21T21 and IS31 =21T31. 
(2) We saw in Case 3 of Lemma 6 that the only possibility for y to be in T2 is that 
N~(y) = {Yl, Y3} and y is the center of a 5 x 3 rectangle whose comer vertices u3, us, 
ug, ull belong to Z2. By symmetry, this rectangle can have the position 3 x 5, but in 
any case it has no other Z-vertices than its comers. Moreover, no 5 x 3 rectangle of 
this kind can have u lltsylt2u3 as its lower horizontal border since By, = {h } and thus 
ul ~ T2. Therefore, each of the four comers can be a comer of at most two such 5 x 3 
or 3 x 5 rectangles and thus IZ21~>21T21. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1 (conclusion). We return to inequality (3) and partition the sets Z, 
Y1 and Y2 more finely. Let ZI =Z-Z2 ,  $4 =- Yl - ( f2U Tl), and T4 = Y2-(T3 U T1) (note 
that T2 C T4). Let us consider the partitions Z = ZI U Z2, Y1 = f2 t3 (7"1 fl Yl ) L] $4 with 
f2 = 51 II $2 U 53, and 112 = T3 II T4 U (Tl M Y2). By Lemmas 2 and 6, and the definition 
of f2 and of Z2, qx=O for xEZ2, qx~<4 for xEZ1, qx<~7 for xESI US2US3, qx<<.3 
for x E TI, qx = 1 for x E T3, and qx ~< 5 for x E $4 U T4. So we get 
IvI ~ 31zll + 31z21 + 51511 + ~l&l-4- ~1531 + 51T1 n Yll 
+ ~1s41 + 21T3[ + 21T4[ + 21T1 n Y21 
+ ½(41Z, I-4- 7151 l-t- 7[$21 + 7[$31 + 3IT1 I-t- 5[$41 + IT3[ + 51T41) 
~< 51Z11 + 3[Z21 + 61511 + 61521 + 61531 + 41T11 + 51541 + {[T31 + 9[T41. 
By Lemma 8, 61stl =51511 + [Tll, 61S21 ~51S21 + IZ2l and 61s31 =51S31 + 21T31. Hence 
IVI ~<51Z,[ + 41Z21 + 518,1 + 51821 + 51531 + 51T, I + 51541 + 91T31 + 91T41 
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0 0 
Fig. 2. i (TG(10,5)))= 10. 
0 
and thus 
Ir'l 51z, us, us4 u Tl U T3 U T4[, 
that is [VI~<5[X I. If we choose for X a minimum maximal irredundant set, we find 
ir>>.[VI/5=mn/5 as required. [] 
In the toroidal grid TGmn with m---0 and n---0rood 5, there exists an independent 
dominating set of mn/5 vertices (Fig. 2 shows an example with m= I0 and n=5) ,  
and so we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 9. When m=O and n -O (mod5), the toroidal grid TGm~ satisfies 
i r (TGmn)  ---- y (TGmn)  = i(TGmn) = ran~5. 
In the other cases, Theorem 1 does not give the exact value of ir(Gmn), but its order 
of magnitude for large m and n. 
Corollary 10. For any plane, cylindrical or toroidal grid Gmn, ir(Gm,), 7(Gmn) and 
i(Gmn) are asymptotic to mn/5 when m and n tend to infinity. 
Proof. Using the method of [3] which constucts a dominating set of a n × n grid from 
a dominating set of a (n + 2) × (n + 2) grid, it is easy to obtain in each situation (dif- 
ferent values of m and n rood 5, and plane, cylindrical or toroidal grids) an independent 
dominating set of Gmn containing at most (m + 2)(n + 2)/5 vertices. Fig. 3 shows an 
example with m = 12 and n = 9; the circles, white squares and black squares form an 
independent dominating set of order [ (m+2) _x (n+2) ! = 30 of PG( 12, 9) and CG( 12, 9); 5 J 
the circles and black squares form an independent dominating set of CG(9, 12) and 
TG( 12, 9). Hence, mn/5 <~ ir(Gmn )<~ i(Gmn) ~< (m + 2)(n + 2)/5, which gives the result. 
It is possible, as in [3], to improve the constant term of (m + 2)(n + 2)/5 thanks to a 
more careful study. But this rough bound is sufficient o obtain the order of magnitude 
of the three parameters ir, 7 and i. [] 
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Fig. 3. Example of an independent dominating set in G( 12, 9). 
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